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NextGen Catalog Defined
The single database that brings all of the library’s resources 
together.  Search in one place rather than many.
Discovery layers have been around for awhile, and they have 
similar intent.  For our purposes today, NextGen means one 
step further, dissolving the discovery layer so that only a 
single database remains.
The NextGen Catalog remains a goal in progress, but we are 
some distance beyond faeries and unicorns.  
The Knowledge Base in the OCLC WMS Catalog
An example Government Document serial:
The Knowledge Base in the OCLC WMS Catalog
Centrality of the WMS Knowledge Base
The Knowledge Base privileges records in search results, 
whether or not physical holdings exist.
The “collections”—commercial or locally-created—in the 
Knowledge Base parse as records into a single database; or, 
the NextGen catalog.
Metadata remain crucial:  the accuracy of matching and 
linking largely depend on metadata.
As much as possible, work within the Knowledge Base to save 
time and effort.
Managing Individual Records, Chiefly Monographs
For Government Documents, consult FDLP New Electronic 
Titles and NLC New Government Publications items to catalog.
Find the pertinent record in OCLC WorldCat and attach local 
holdings to it.  The record is now privileged in search results.
It really is that simple…but possible concerns about link 
maintenance remain.
U.S. Document Record in Criss Library Catalog
Local Holdings Record in OCLC Connexion Browser
Nebraska Document Record in Criss Library Catalog
Local Holdings Record in Connexion Browser
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